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She can save countless children by giving up a single child. Hers.Amara Davis has spent years

researching new ways to feed the worldâ€™s hungry. After a vengeful ex-boyfriend destroys her

professional reputation, sheâ€™s desperate to find new sponsors. Billionaire Quint Forbes, a man

from her past, offers to save the day, but he demands something in return.He wants Amara to be his

surrogate and birth his heir. Sheâ€™ll get the funding she needs, and heâ€™ll keep the baby.

Because of the millions of lives at stake, Amara reluctantly accepts the devil's bargain. Sheâ€™ll

face a terrible battle in the months aheadâ€”resisting the maternal bond with her unborn child and

steering clear of Quint with his electric touch and flashing blue eyes.But this wonâ€™t be

Amaraâ€™s only battle. Someone evil lurks in the shadows, hyper-focused and waiting for the

perfect time to take revenge on those he believes ruined his life: Amara and Quint.The devilâ€™s at

large â€¦ and heâ€™s got his eye on the billionaireâ€™s baby.Standalone romantic suspense with a

touch of steam and HEA.
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I just love Mia Caldwell books, there's a lot of authors now days writing about(BWWM) but this was

a great book with a wonderful twisted, baby Hampton being born, kidnapped, rescue by his parents



clear across the world, Amara was educated, beautiful, a heart of gold, a professor, whom was

dating a sociopath sick man, this book had everything in it plane crash, blackmail, love, hate,

jealousy, but I do hope Mia, write a sequel I would love to see Kari find her Boaz, and Amara, and

Quint, have more children. Great job Mia,

I have read extensively all my life and have rarely found a book I couldn't find at least something

worthwhile within its pages, but this book contains awful characters and an equally horrible story

line. Main female character is weak and insanely idiotic! Wish I had never wasted one second

reading this drivel!

Oh man !!! I'm so disappointed about my rating of this novel because I really wanted to like this

novel ... but as always I have to be honest and unfortunately this novel fell low from my high hopes.

This is my first novel from this author and maybe my second or third interracial romance novel that

I've read.The writing was okay. Kinda corny and overreacted. Too many pointless and irrelevant

conversations were placed through out the story, slowing the pace of it. The story itself was unique

as it was original, however I just didn't connect with the writing. Or the characters for that

matter.Amara's character; instead of coming across as strong and independent, I felt was she was

kinda naive and clueless. Her ex verbally assaults her and then basically threatens her child and not

only does she refuse to press charges or even mention it to the Dean of the University but she even

defends the dude !!! That's not intelligent in any way. There wasn't enough of Quint's character for

me to even dislike. When it came to him he was just a name in the story not an actual character

because there was no back drop, no depth to who and what he was.Their relationship was horribly

written. No built up, no real romance, no connection. I felt nothing for the two of them. Even the sexy

times were flat and uninteresting. One thing that really got me with this story was Amara's scientific

research ... Not only does the author not explain what it is exactly that she does as a scientist but

how in the world does DNA extraction have any relation with stopping world hunger? It just didn't

make any sense.I found myself browsing through paragraphs and conversations of the story and at

one point just skipping full chapters just to get to the end. Too much attention to detail in some

areas and not enough in others. The writing, the story, the characters ... it just wasn't interesting.

Well developed storyline! The story of Quint and Amara's love is not the typical man meets woman,

falls in love and lives happily ever after; rather it is a well developed story with unlikely twists and

turns, mystery and intrigue that eventually leads them to recognise that beneath it all enduring love



exists. Very good read, I recommend to anyone who loves a good story!

I enjoyed this book in one sitting. I enjoyed the main characters, she was intelligent, driven and kind;

while he was very supportive and not your typical rich guy arrogant. The money was mentioned but

the reader wasn't beat over the head with it. There are enough good secondary characters that this

could make a great full length story. In that way there would be room for more detail and depth in

each character.If you're looking for a short novella that's an easy read and doesn't stereotype the

characters. You will enjoy this sweet romance .

Whew, this one kept me on pins & needles. Amara is very intelligent but a little gullible, Quint is so

used to getting his way that he wasn't prepared for her, at first but he's strong & determined. I've

read several of this authors "Billionaire Romance" stories but this is a whole new level. One of the

main things I really like about her writing style is the "just because you're a billionaire doesn't mean

you don't have to put any effort into getting your woman" theme, lol. I can definitely see growth in

the authors style with this one and yes it's an emotional rollercoaster ride, that's part of what makes

it a very good book.

I enjoyed reading this book very much and I can't wait to read others by this author. This book has

happy times and sad ones in it. It also has some parts that you are worry about what is going to

happen. I recommend this book to anyone who loves to read a billionaire romance. I got this book

free for agreeing to leave a honest review.

I really enjoyed reading this book. The blot had a good mix and the characters were great.It was

exciting, funny and scary at times.If you want to read an interesting book you should check this one

out.
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